28.12.2012 - LTEG SG meeting
Present: Sarah, Maria, Magda, Marta
1. the new outlook of the LTEG web page - the style-guide was accepted at the ICM. Philippe read
the guide. It’s not very precise. It’s rather a technical description of what to use on the web page. It’s
not a template, but very general info about the colours, logo, footer, etc. There is no clear deadline for
implementation. Marta will send the document to Sandro and we’ll see.
2. POT 2013 is approved! SCI Cat is not able to confirm the dates. Prep-team: Alice and Emily from SCI
Cat and Magda on behalf of LTEG.
POT: things to talk about with SCI Cat:
- should we invite anyone from the OPS team to the training
- who is in the prep team?
- what are the dates of the training? Should the first and last day be reserved just for travelling
- when will the full infosheet be ready?
- when will the call for participants with a minimal info-sheet be sent?
- who is creating the program?
- include the info for people who want to stay longer, etc. (how much longer before and after can the be
there)
- logistics: internet access, who will cook (will there be someone there, or should we cook for ourselves?),
etc.
MAGDA: send this to SCI Catalunya, suggest the Skype meeting on 4th January
3. information about participation of LTEG to the next MLTV international meeting (beginning of March in
Slovakia) the call for prticipants was already sent out; INEX Slovakia will host it, dates are 4-8th March
2013, according to Magda the benefit of LTEG attending it is most of all networking opportunity, but it’s
more an exchange meeting (what we do? how we do it?) than anything else.
ACT: Maga: Contact IEC and IS to see, if they would be interested to join it. If not, we’ll come back to this
again.
4. update about PLOT 2013 application - there were 11 answers from LTV coordinators concerning the
topics of the training, MARTA is writing the application and it will be shared in google doc soon. SARAH
will prepare the call for partners by January 3rd - answer until 11th January. 5th-9th November 2013, 10th
November for the AM
5. hopefully short summary from ICM 2012 - Michael’s conclusion is that it doesn’t make much sense for
anyone from LTEG to be there. It’s more reasonable to be present at NSPM.
Number of exchanges is dropping, but there is not any ideas to solv teh situation. However LTEG
presence can remind people, that SCI is not only about workcamps.
Of things important for us: new contact person (Sara), style guide for the web page.
The general flow was that SCI network should stick together, not cooperate with outside branches, but
some branches already stated that they will not respect this decision (ex. SCI DE).

Next call: 27th January, 6pm

